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We performed angle-resolved photoemission experiments on Au(111) surface with circularly polarized light.
Data were taken with photon energies in the range between 20 and 100 eV in order to investigate the photon
energy dependent behavior in the circular dichroism (CD). While the magnitude of the normalized CD value
varies with a maximum value of about 70%, the sign of CD does not change for the photon energy within the
range, inconsistent with the prediction based on the density-functional theory (DFT) calculation. Our calculation
of the CD using DFT initial state and free electron final state shows a better consistency with experimental results
than an earlier study using the inverse low-energy electron diffraction state as the final state. We briefly discuss
the dominating factor that determines the CD from Au(111) states.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.95.115144
I. INTRODUCTION
Circular dichoism (CD) in angle-resolved spectroscopy
(ARPES) was observed in spatially oriented carbon monoxide
molecules on Pd(111) [1]. Since then, CD-ARPES has been
used to investigate various aspects of the electronic structures
of materials. For example, it was proposed, based on the
CD-ARPES data, that time-reversal symmetry is broken in the
pseudogap states of cuprate superconductors [2,3]. In addition,
data from graphene suggests that CD-ARPES may be used as a
tool to investigate the phase information of the wave function
[4]. Recently, much attention has been paid to CD-ARPES
on spin-split states. CD-ARPES studies have been performed
on topological insulators (TIs) [5–7] as well as systems with
Rashba-type spin split surface states such as Au(111), Cu(111)
[8], and Bi/Ag(111) [9].
There have been various proposals on what the dominating
factor of the CD is, including spin [5], orbital angular
momentum (OAM) [7,10], and the phase of wave function
[4] of the initial state as well as the experimental geometry
[11]. In addition, it was argued that the final-state effect should
be considered to interpret experimental data properly [12,13],
based on the photon energy dependent data in which even
the sign of the CD-ARPES changes as the incident photon
energy varies [12–16]. As a result, the origin of the dichroic
signal in CD-ARPES is still under debate. However, since the
photoemission transition rate involves both the initial and final
states, the question is if one of them dominantly determines
CD-ARPES.
The Au(111) surface state is one of the most studied
Rashba-type spin split bands [17]. Chiral spin structure in
the surface state was confirmed both theoretically [18] and
experimentally [19]. In addition to the spin structure, chiral
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OAM structure has been shown to exist in the state [8]. In this
respect, the Au(111) surface state is a model system to study
the issue including the role of the final states in CD-ARPES.
Indeed, calculated photon energy dependent CD-ARPES has
been recently reported [16]. The results appear to be quite
different from published experimental CD-ARPES taken with
a 10-eV photon [8]. However, the differences in the photon
energy and incident angle do not allow us a fair comparison
between the theory and experiment.
As the comparison between the theory and experiment is
essential in elucidating the dominant cause of the CD signal, it
is also important to have systematic photon energy dependent
experimental CD-ARPES data on Au(111) surface states.
Therefore, we performed a CD-ARPES experiment on the
Au(111) surface state with a wide range of photon energies,
from 20 to 100 eV. Our experimental result clearly shows
features that depend on the photon energy. Our results show
a rather simple sinθ form for most of the photon energies we
used [see Fig. 2(a) for the definition of the azimuthal angle
θ ] [6,8]. The lack of a complex CD pattern is inconsistent
with the published calculation results [16]. Our systematic data
should be useful for further investigation on the photoemission
process involving spin split bands such as Au(111) states.
II. METHODS
ARPES experiments were performed at the beam line I05
of the Diamond Light Source equipped with the VG-Scienta
R4000 electron analyzer. The Au(111) single crystalline
sample was prepared by repetitive Ar sputtering and annealing
at a 700-K process to obtain a clean surface condition. Data
were taken at 12 K in a vacuum better than 1.2 × 10−10
mbar with right and left circularly polarized (RCP and LCP,
respectively) light. Photon energies used in the experiments
were between 20 and 40 eV with a 1-eV energy step and
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental geometry and schematic Fermi surfaces
of Au(111) surface states. Au(111) surfaces are in the xy plane. Angle
between sample normal direction (zˆ) and incident photon ξ is 50◦ in
this work. (b) Fermi surface (FS) data taken with 55-eV photon. (c)
From left, RCP, LCP, and RCP-LCP data along the kx = 0, taken with
21-eV photon, respectively.
43–100 eV with a 3-eV energy step. Circularly polarized light
was injected into the sample from the positive kx to negative
kx direction with 50◦ from the sample normal direction in the
xz plane as depicted in Fig. 1(a).
We model Au(111) surfaces with a supercell including
a slab of 24-layer and 15- ˚A thickness vacuum region.
For density functional theory calculations within the local-
density approximation, we employed the linear combination
of pseudoatomic orbitals (LCPAO) method as implemented in
OpenMX [20,21]. Spin-orbit interaction was included via the
norm-conserving, fully relativistic j -dependent pseudopoten-
tial scheme in the noncollinear DFT formalism. To simulate
the circular dichroism in ARPES, we take a plane wave for the
final-state wave function ψF (r) ∼ eikF ·r where kF is the wave
vector of the final-state photoelectron. Then, the transition
amplitude to the final state with spin σ is given by the overlap
integral
I ∼ 〈ψF | p · A|ψI 〉 ∼ 〈ψF |r · A|ψI 〉 (1)
within the dipole approximation. In our calculation, we
consider only the dipole transition term and ignore the other
terms such as relativistic correction which is considered in
other studies [5,9,16]. The in-plane component of kF matches
the momentum of the band electron (initial state) and the
z component of the final-state momentum is fixed as kzF =
2.27 ˚A−1 consistent with the photoelectron energy in the actual
experiment described in Ref. [8].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experimental result
Fermi-surface data taken with a 55-eV photon, displayed in
Fig. 1(b), shows clear separation between the inner and outer
Rashba-type spin split bands. The energy versus momentum
(along the ky direction) curve taken with RCP and LCP and
their difference CD = RCP − LCP are plotted in Fig. 1(c).
One can see the RCP (LCP) data have higher intensity in the
ky < 0 (ky > 0) region. Such polarization dependent behavior
is seen in the CD data, with red meaning negative and blue
meaning positive. At the  point where bands are degenerate
and neither spin nor OAM exists, there is no circular dichroic
signal as expected. The binding energy at the  point is
480 meV and the Fermi momentum (kF ) are found to be 0.176
and 0.154%−1 for outer and inner bands, respectively. The
band dispersion as well as the CD behavior are consistent with
published results [8,17,22].
CD data taken with various photon energies are shown in
Fig. 2. Left panels show CD structure at 20 meV binding
energy while the right panels are the energy-momentum
distribution along the dashed line in the left panels, kx = 0.
There is a weak CD signal in the background away from
the Rashba bands as seen in Fig. 2, but it is not of our
interest and we will limit our discussion to the CD in the
Rashba bands. We see that the CD has the same sign for
the inner and outer bands. This same color behavior is
consistently seen for most of the photon energies we used in
the experiments. As the spin has opposite chiralities between
the two Rashba bands [19,23], our observation is inconsistent
with the interpretation that the CD data are representative of the
spin texture [5]. Instead, the result is consistent with previous
CD-ARPES work in which the CD is attributed to chiral OAM
structure which has the same chirality for the inner and outer
bands [8].
Paying attention to the CD pattern, we may note two aspects
of the data. The left panels of the figure show that all of 29,
40, 55, and 82-eV 20-meV binding energy CD data have a
simple sinθ form. However, in Fig. 5 of Ref. [16], the CD
pattern is neither sinθ -like nor photon energy independent. CD
calculation results change rapidly as the photon energy varies
between 10 and 100 eV. For a direct comparison between
theory and experiment, we discuss the calculated 30-, 40-,
55-, and 80-eV data in Ref. [16] in comparison with our
experimental data. In calculated 30-eV data, the outer Rashba
band shows a mostly positive CD value. On the other hand, a
sinθ form CD is seen about a tilted line from kx for the inner
Rashba band. In 40-eV photon energy calculation data, both
inner and outer bands show the same sign but a clear threefold
symmetry is seen in the CD signal, inconsistent with our
experimental result. As seen in Fig. 2 of our work, symmetric
axes of all experimental data are kx axis. The lack of a complex
pattern in our experimental data is clearly inconsistent with the
calculated result [16] and persists for other photon energies.
The other aspect is that the pattern is fairly photon energy
independent, which is also inconsistent with the calculation.
Overall, the experimental data show simple and photon energy
independent patterns.
To look at the photon energy dependence more closely,
we plot the averaged NCD (ANCD), defined as the mean
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θ
FIG. 2. Left panels of (a)–(d) are RCP-LCP mapping data at
20 meV binding energy measured with photon energy 29, 40, 55,
and 82 eV, respectively. Right panels are RCP-LCP cut data along the
kx = 0 cut (dashed line in left panels).
of the values at (kx,ky) = (0,koutF > 0) [i.e., (0,0.176 ˚A
−1)]
and (0,kinF > 0) [i.e., (0,0.154 ˚A
−1)], as a function of all
photon energies in Fig. 3(a). From 20 to 31 eV, the overall
ANCD value decreases as the photon energy increases with
a minimum NCD value of 17% at 31 eV. The ANCD value
shows a drastic increase as the photon energy changes
from 31 to 38 eV, reaching 77%. Above 38 eV, the ANCD
value shows relatively little change, staying between 75%
(at 39 eV) and 61% (at 73 eV) except the region around
55 eV. In addition, the CD pattern remains more or less the
same with a sinθ form as mentioned above. The little effect
of the photon energy on the CD-ARPES suggests that the
final-state effect is relatively weak for the Au(111) surface
state, at least for photon energies above 40 eV. This casts a
FIG. 3. (a) Averaged normalized CD (NCD) at (kx,ky) = (0,koutF )
and (0,kinF ) points taken with photon energy from 20 to 100 eV. (b),(c)
Constant energy CD map at 20 meV binding energy taken with 31
and 32 eV photon, respectively.
sharp contrast to the Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 cases where a strong
photon energy dependence has been observed [12,13].
While the photon energy dependence is not strong in
general, there is a dip in the ANCD curve at around
31 eV photon energy. The CD patterns at 20 meV binding
energy for 31 and 32 eV photons are shown in Fig. 3(b)
and 3(c), respectively. At these two photon energies, we do
not see the simple sinθ form in the CD structure seen at
other photon energies. In the 31-eV data, the CD value of
the inner band is mostly positive (negative) in ky > 0 (ky < 0)
region. Meanwhile, the 32-eV data show a peculiar pattern
on both outer and inner bands. These are clearly different
from behavior of the data taken with other photon energies.
As the initial states stay the same, such behavior must come
from the character of the final state discussed in the case
of Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 [12,13]. On the other hand, we also
note that the abnormal CD pattern with the lowest NCD value
observed around 31 eV accompanies the lowest total intensity,
RCP + LCP (not shown in this paper). Variation in the cross
section for noble-metal surfaces including Au(111) has been
reported [24–26]. This implies that the usual transition channel
that gives the simple sinθ form in CD is somehow suppressed
around 31 eV. Then, other effects may become important and
bring about the complex CD pattern.
B. Calculation
In order to elucidate the issues raised above, we performed
DFT calculation on Au(111) surface states. Plotted in Fig. 4 is
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FIG. 4. DFT calculation in 20–100 eV photon energy with 45◦
incident photon. The outer band wave vector (koutF ) is 0.176 %−1 and
inner band wave vector (kinF ) is 0.154 %−1.
the calculation of the photon energy dependent Fermi-surface
NCD of the Au(111) surface state. We used the free-electron
wave function as the final state along with the DFT initial
state in the calculation. The photon energy ranges from 20 to
100 eV as is the case for the experiment. The photon incident
angle was taken to be 45◦ which is similar to the experimental
incidence angle, 50◦. In the low-energy region, 20–70 eV, the
calculation shows a simple form of sinθ and the same CD sign
for the two bands. This is consistent with the experimental
data. However, as the photon energy reaches 70 eV, the pattern
begins to change to a more complex pattern. When the photon
energy is above 85 eV, the CD pattern recovers the sinθ pattern
but with the sign reversed. Note that the sign of the CD is almost
always the same for the inner and outer bands, even when the
pattern gets quite complicated for the photon energy between
70 and 85 eV. This fact that CD shows the same sign for the
inner and outer bands solidifies the notion that CD-ARPES is
sensitive to the OAM texture, not the spin [8].
Comparing our calculation with the published one [16]
which is based on fully relativistic calculation (for example,
Fig. 5 in the reference), we find a quite different tendency in the
CD pattern. In our DFT result, the CD pattern shows mostly a
simple sinθ form about the kx axis in 20–100-eV photon energy
except the region around 75 eV where there is a sign change.
On the contrary, the data in Ref. [16] show a rather complex
pattern. In addition, the CD signals from the inner and outer
bands have opposite signs for most of the photon energies. One
may attribute the difference to the difference in the photon
incident angle (ξ = 45◦ for our case and 30◦ in Ref. [16]).
However, OAM and spin textures of Au(111) surface states
have a much larger in-plane component than out-of-plane
component [8,22]. Therefore, the CD pattern should follow
the in-plane OAM texture unless the incident angle is almost
FIG. 5. Calculated CD-ARPES for grazing incident (ξ = 90◦)
photons in 20–100-eV range. The CD signal in the grazing incident
case represents in-plane OAM contribution.
zero in which case the CD picks up only the out-of-plane
component of the OAM [7]. An earlier angle dependent CD
calculation also shows that the CD signal follows the in-plane
OAM texture when the incident angle is above 10◦ [16]. These
mean that the two calculation results in principle should be
similar to each other. Therefore, it is rather peculiar to find the
two calculation results quite different. It is interesting to note
that the calculation done with a simpler method (ours) is more
consistent with the experimental data than the fully relativistic
calculation [16].
There is also a peculiar aspect in the photon energy depen-
dence of the Fermi-surface CD pattern. At 75 eV in calculation
and 31 and 32 eV in experiment, the CD structure does not have
a simple sinθ structure. We note that the out-of-plane OAM has
threefold symmetry due to the underlying crystal symmetry
[22]. While the chiral in-plane OAM gives a sinθ form in
the CD pattern, the threefold symmetry in the out-of-plane
OAM results in a cos3θ form. For Au(111) surface states, the
in-plane OAM component is much larger than the out-of-plane
component [22]. Therefore, the CD signal is usually dominated
by the in-plane OAM contribution rather than the out-of-plane
contribution as mentioned above. However, the out-of-plane
contribution may become comparable (or even dominant) and
a complex pattern can appear if the in-plane contribution
becomes weak for some photon energies due to the matrix
element effect.
If the above scenario is right, the peculiar complex CD
patterns should appear at photon energies where NCD is weak.
To investigate the possible relationship between the weak in-
plane contribution and the peculiar complex CD pattern, we
calculated the CD-ARPES for grazing (ξ = 90◦) and normal
(ξ = 0◦) incident cases. In this case, the grazing and normal
incident cases represent the in-plane and out-of-plane OAM
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FIG. 6. Calculated CD-ARPES for normal incident (ξ = 0◦)
photons in 20–100-eV range. CD taken with normal incident photons
should show the out-of-plane OAM contribution. Note that the color
scale used in this figure is not the same as those used in Figs. 4 and 5.
contributions, respectively [7]. The grazing incident case is
plotted in Fig. 5. The CD signal shows a simple sinθ structure
without a complex pattern for all photon energies except 75 eV
where CD sign is inverted. The fact that CD signal is relatively
weak at 75 eV, ranging between −8.9% and 14.1%, suggests
that the out-of-plane OAM component can contribute to the CD
signal and a complex pattern may appear as seen in the 75-eV
data in Fig. 4. The normal incident case which represents the
out-of-plane OAM contribution is plotted in Fig. 6. Calculation
results show a simple cos3θ form with less than 15% NCD
values for all photon energies. The NCD value at 75 eV for the
normal incident case, −12.3% to 12.3%, is comparable to that
of the grazing incidence case, −8.9% to 14.1%. Therefore, we
attribute the complex CD pattern at certain photon energies to
the superposition of sinθ and cos3θ structures from in-plane
and out-of-plane contributions, respectively.
Even though there is a good overall agreement between our
experimental and DFT calculation results, the experimental
data do not show sign reversal in NCD within the photon
energy range we used. One may suspect the use of free
electron final state as the culprit for the difference as use
of free electron states is more likely to suppress the final
state variation compared to the real true states. However,
we note that our calculation is more compatible with the
experimental data than the calculation that incorporates the
inverse low-energy electron-diffraction (inverse LEED) states.
Therefore, use of free-electron states as approximate final
states cannot explain the difference. The real culprit may come
from the discontinuity of vector potential of the photon at
the surface which was investigated for Ag and other metallic
surfaces [9,27]. The discontinuity of vector potential at the
surface induces a surface term which is proportional to ∇ · A
in the matrix element (A is the vector potential of the photon)
but is not included in the calculations. This surface term may
be an important factor in the photoemission process and thus
the photon energy dependence.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate the magnitude and pattern of
Au(111) surface state CD-ARPES in a wide range of photon
energies, both experimentally and theoretically. In most of the
photon energies we used, a simple CD pattern with a sinθ
form is seen, as was in our previous work with a low photon
energy [8]. In addition, the magnitude of the NCD value is
fairly photon energy independent above a photon energy of
40 eV. These observations are inconsistent with earlier fully
relativistic DFT calculation involving the final-state effect [16]
but are more consistent with our DFT calculation with a free
electron final state. The fact that CD shows the same sign
for the inner and outer bands at all photon energies indicates
that the CD signal is sensitive to the OAM information in
the Au(111) surface states. Our study showing the same CD
sign for inner and outer bands strengthens the possibility for
CD-ARPES as a tool to study the existence and structure of
OAM in the initial states.
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